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GIVING A CITATION TO A SHOPPER 
 Type in the last name of the shopper that you want to give a citation to, then click “Search”.   

 
 Highlight the shopper’s name that you want to give the citation to.  Click on “Citation” 

 
 This screen will show if the shopper has a citation.  If you click on the “+” on the left this will 

show what the account/rep has written about the shopper. 
 To added a citation click on “Add a Citation”. 
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Shopper: (The name is already filled in) 
Creation Date: (This is already filled in) 
Client:  Choose the client that you assigned the shopper to.   
Type: Pick the type of citation you want to give the shopper.  I have listed the definitions below. 
 9-8 STANDARD: a basic standard citation. 
 * 1 FLAKE: This is when you assign a shopper a shop and they don’t call or email you letting 

you know they can’t do the shop. 
 * 10 HERO: You can give this to a shopper that does an outstanding job for you.  Does a shop 

last minute for you.  Maybe does their shops the next day after they receive the assignment. 
 5-2 HISTORY: This can be for if you have a history with the shopper.  (Maybe you have to 

continuously call or email them to see if they are going to do their shop, they finally do, but after 
several contacts from you) 

 * 4-3 NEEDED EXTENSION: Shopper continues needing an extension on their shops. 
 7-6 CANCEL: Shopper contacts you and cancels their shop in a timely manner. 

The descriptions with “*” would be very helpful to you and to the other account/reps. 
Class: Pick scheduler. 
Rating: Give the shopper their rating based on the type. 
“Hide this citation from the shopper”: decided if you are going to let the shopper see the citation. 
“Email this citation to the shopper”: decided if you want to email the shopper this citation. 
Comments:  Make comments about why you gave the rating and type.  Please make all comments clean 
and professional.  (YES I KNOW WE WOULD REALLY LIKE TO SAY IT LIKE IT IS, BUT 
PLEASE BE CLEAN.) 


